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Let X be an image of a paracomplex by a closed mapping. Then the following are proved: (1) X is an Mx-space, and this solves positively the problem proposed by J. Nagata, (2) dimX=IndX, and (3) άimX^n if and only if there exists a ^-closure-preserving base ^ for X such that )^n-l for every We W'.
l Introduction* J. Nagata in [5] proved that every paracomplex is an Mi-space in the sense of J. G. Ceder [2] , and proposed the problem whether every closed image of a paracomplex is an Mi-space or not [5, Problem 1] , As noted there, the closed image of a paracomplex is at least stratifiable in the sense of Borges [1] . It is well known that every closed image of a metric space is an Mi-space [6] . Since a metric space is a O-paracomplex, it seems to be natural to propose the problem.
The author proves in this paper that every closed image of a paracomplex is an Mi-space, and therefore the above problem is solved positively. The point of the proof is to use the notion of uniformly approaching anti-covers, which is first introduced by K. Nagami [4] . The importance of this notion consists in the fact that this property is hereditary with respect to closed mappings. Moreover the author gives two results on dimension theory, one of which is that the coincidence theorem for dim and Ind holds for a closed image of a paracomplex, and the other is that if X is a closed image of a paracomplex, then dim X <; n if and only if there exists a σ-closure-preserving base *W for X such that dim JB( W) ^ n -1 for every WeW, though it is proved by J. Nagata there for a paracomplex itself.
All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. All mappings are assumed to be continuous, and onto unless the contrary is stated explicitly. A closed image of a space means the image by a closed mapping. N always denotes the positive integers. [4, Definitions 1.1 and 4.4] ). Let X be a space and F a closed set of X. An open cover of X -F is said to be an anti-cover of F in X. An anti-cover <%s is said to be approaching to F in X if for each neighborhood U of F in X, S(X -i7, <ZS) Π F = 0. An anti-cover ^ is said to δe uniformly approaching to
The following are known and used later. Proof. Let <2S -{U a : a e A} be a uniformly approaching anticover of F in X and Δ the totality of subsets S of A. Set V δ = \J{U a :aeδ} for each δ e Δ. Since X is hereditarily paracompact, we can assume that <%s is locally finite in X -f~\F).
For each point y of Y -F, define the following: 
V = \J{S ε/2 (x):xeV}.
Then F' is easily seen to be a special extension of V to X. We consider the general case. Assume that every ^-paracomplex has the property (P). Let Z = X\J f Y he an n + 1-paracomplex stated in Definition 1. Let F be a closed set of Z and V an open set of F. Since Y has (P) by the induction assumption, pγ\V) has a special extension F to Y. Let dl be a compatible metric on X. Choose for each point x of Pχ\V U p(V)) a positive number ε = ε(x) such that
where S ε (x) denotes the ε-neighborhood of x with respect to d. Set
Then by a routine check F' is shown to be a special extension of V to Z. LEMMA 
Every closed image of a space with the property (P) also has (P).
Proof. Let /:X-^Γ be a closed mapping of a space with (P) onto Y. Let F be a closed set of Y and F an open set of F. There exists a special extension f~\V)
Then F' is an open set of Y such that V Π .P = F. It is obvious that if F, TF are disjoint open sets of F, then V' ΠW = 0. Hence Y has the property (P). DEFINITION 
A space X is said to be cp-expandable if the following condition (CP) is satisfied:
(CP) Let JF 7 be an arbitrary closed set of X and %S = {U a : ae A} a closure-preserving open collection of F. Then for each a e A there exists an open collection {U aβ : βeB a ) of X with t/^ Π i^7 = U a for every βeB a9 which satisfies the following (1) and (2): (1) jr -{U aβ :βeB a , aeA} is closure-preserving in X.
for an open set W of X and for αeA, then Z7 αj 9 c TΓ for some βeB a .
In the next two lemmas, we shall show that every closed image of an ^-paracomplex is ep-expandable, and this fact plays an important role when Theorem 1 is proved. LEMMA 
Every closed image T of an n-paracomplex has a collection {T^
, k} of T satisfying the following:
or eαcft pair i, i with iΦ j and each T-= 2\ U U T t is closed in T. (2 ) If F is a closed set of T, then F and each
Proof. Part 1. We shall show that every %-paracomplex Z has the collection {Z t : i = 1, ••-,&} of subsets of Z satisfying (1) and (2) in Lemma 5. A O-paracomplex Z has obviously a collection {ZJ = {Z} satisfying (1) and (2) by virtue of Fact 1. Assume that every %-paracomplex has such a collection. Suppose that we are given
where Y is an w-paracomplex and / is a mapping of a closed set H of a metric space X into Y. By the induction assumption Y has a collection {Y u , F fc } satisfying (1) and (2). Set Then g t : P, -> F U (T, U U 2\) is a closed mapping. Since gi\F) has a uniformly approaching anti-cover in P u by Lemma 2 so does F in JPUΓI. Observe that grUF U (Γ x U U T«)) is a closed set of P ΐ+1 containing ^ U U Z t , and therefore by (2) for {Z lf , Z t ) it has a uniformly approaching anti-cover in P i+1 . Consequently by Lemma 2 FU(2\U U T t ), i = 1, ί -1, has a uniformly approaching anti-cover in F U (ϊ\ U U Γt+i). This completes the proof. , ^-Q, AT n U aβ = 0 for every (a, β) e M. Therefore in either case pg\J {U aβ : (a, β) eM), proving that Y* is closure-preserving in T. Let U be an open set of T such that U Π F = Z7 α for some α. Then since ^ is uniformly approacing in F U ϊ\, there exists a § 0 e J(α) such that U a (δ 0 ) c 17. Similarly we can choose δ ± e A{a, δ Q ) such that U a (δ 0 , δj c ί7. Repeating this process, we get β -(δ 0 , , δ^.J such that U aβ c ί/. This completes the proof.
As stated in the introduction, every closed image of an w-paracomplex is at least stratifiable, and consequently it is a tf-space, that is, it has a σ-discrete closed network. In the next proof, a collection J^~ of subsets of a space T is said to be local network of a point x e T if x e U with U open in T implies x e F aU for some LEMMA 
Every closed image of an n-paracomplex is an M γ -space.
Proof. Since every closed image of a O-paracomplex is a Lasnev space, it is an ikf-rspace, [6] . Assume that every closed image of an w-paracomplex is an Mi-space. Let g: Z = X\J f Y-» T be a closed mapping of an n + 1-paracomplex Z onto T, where X is a metric space, Y is an ^-paracomplex and / is a mapping of a closed set H into Y. By the induction assumption, g{p{Y)) is an Mi-space. Therefore g(p(Y)) has a σ-closure-preserving base % -{U a : aeA}. eAJ is closure-preserving in /(X 3 ), and (2), (2) (2) and (2)', there exist a 2 e A m (α x ) and a 3 e A m (a l9 a 2 ) such that x e U(a l9 α 2 , α 3 ) c F. Inductively we can get an a i such that x G U (a u , aJ c F. Therefore xe!7^c7 for μ = (α x , α 2 , •)• By the same way as 2^i, we can construct a cr-closure-preserving open collection Ύ^% of F which is a local base of each point of /(X*) in F. Then W •= UΓ=i 5^^ is a σ-closure-preserving base for F, proving that Y is an Mi-space.
By Lemma 6 T is cp-expandable and g(p(Y)) is closed in T.
We consider the dimension for the closed image of a paracomplex. To state it, we prepare some definitions and some lemmas. DEFINITION 6 ([4, Definition 3.4] ). A collection ^~ = {(jff α , K a ): aeA} of disjoint pairs of closed sets of a space X is said to determine Ind X if there exists a pair (H a , K a ) e J7~ such that for each closed set P separating H a and K a , Ind P ^ Ind X -1. Let M be subset of X. Then S~ is said to determine Ind ilί if ά?~ \ M determines Ind M.
It is proved in [4, Theorem 4.1] that if X is a paracompact cr-space which has a countable collection of disjoint pairs of closed sets determining Ind of all closed sets of X, then Ind X -dim X, and it is also proved in [4, Lemma 3.5] that every L-space has such a collection. Since every Lasnev space is an L-space, [4, Theorem 1.6] , every Lasnev space has such a collection. Since every closed image of a paracomplex is a paracompact σ-space and is the countable union of closed Lasnev spaces, it has a countable collection of disjoint pairs of closed sets determining Ind of all closed sets. Thus we have:
Let (A) be the statement that dim X <; n if and only if there exists a σ-closure-preserving base Ύ/^ for X such that dim£(W) n -1 for every W' eΎ/^', where B(W) denotes the boundary of W in X.
As shown by J. Nagata, if X is a paracomplex, (A) hold for X. But we shall show in the next theorem that (A) holds for every closed image of a paracomplex. The proof is given by modifying the argument in Theorem 1. DEFINITION 7. A space X is said to be n-dimensionally cp-expandabe if the following condition (CP) n is satisfies:
(CP) n Let F be a closed set of X and ^ = {ί/;αe4) a closure-preserving open collection of F such that dimB F (U a ) ^ n -1 for every aeA, where B F {U a ) denotes the boundary of U a in F. Then there exists an open collection ψ* = {U aβ :βGB a , aeA} of X with U aβ Π F = U a for every βeB a , aeA, satisfying (1) and (2) stated in Definition 5 and the additional condition (3).
(3) dimB(U aβ ) ^ n -1 for every βeB a , aeA.
LEMMA 8. Every closed image T with dim T <; n of an m-
paracomplex is n-dimensionally cp-expandable.
Proof. Suppose that we are given a closed mapping / of an m-paracomplex Z onto T with dim T <^ n. In this proof we use the same denotion as in the proof of Lemma 6. Let F be a closed set of T and <%f = {U a : a e A) a closure-preserving open collection of F such that dim B F { U a ) ^ n -1 for every aeA.
Since T satisfies dim T <* n, in addition to the assumption stated in the proof of Lemma 6 we can assume that
for every aeA 0 and for every α' e A if i -1, , k -1. It follows from an easy check that for each β -(δ 0 , , δ k^)
Then by the sum theorem we have dim B( U aβ ) ^ n -1 for every β .
Thus (CP) n is satisfied. Proof. Since by Theorem 1 is an il^-space, the if part of (A) is nothing but [5, Lemma 7] . Let f:X-*Y be a closed mapping of a paracomplex X onto Y with dim Y ^ n. We use the same denotion as in the proof of Theorem 1. By Lemmas 8 and 9, we can take each U(a lf , a % ) so that dim B f{Xi) (U(a lf , a,)) ^ n -1 . 
